Abstract Hantavirus, one of the deadliest viruses known to humans, hospitalizes tens of thousands of people each year in Asia, Europe and the Americas. Transmitted by infected rodents and their excreta, Hantavirus are identified as etiologic agents of two main types of diseases-Hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome and hantavirus pulmonary syndrome, the latter having a fatality rate of above 40 %. Although considerable research for over two decades has been going on in this area, bibliometric studies to gauge the state of research of this field have been rare. An analysis of 2631 articles, extracted from WoS databases on Hantavirus between 1980 and 2014, indicated a progressive increase (R 2 = 0.93) in the number of papers over the years, with the majority of papers being published in the USA and Europe. About 95 % papers were co-authored and the most common arrangement was 4-6 authors per paper. Co-authorship has seen a steady increase (R 2 = 0.57) over the years. We apply research collaboration network analysis to investigate the best-connected authors in the field. The author-based networks have 49 components (connected clump of nodes) with 7373 vertices (authors) and 49,747 edges (co-author associations) between them. The giant component (the largest component) is healthy, occupying 84.19 % or 6208 vertices with 47,117 edges between them. By using edge-weight threshold, we drill down into the network to reveal bonded communities. We find three communities' hotspotsone, led by researchers at University of Helsinki, Finland; a second, led by the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention, USA; and a third, led by Hokkaido University, Japan. Significant correlation was found between author's structural position in the network and research performance, thus further supporting a well-studied phenomenon that centrality effects research productivity. However, it was the PageRank centrality that out-performed degree and betweenness centrality in its strength of correlation with research performance.
Introduction
HantaVirus, transmitted to humans through persistently infected rodents and their excreta, is a global public health threat hospitalizing tens of thousands of people every year throughout the world. Since the isolation of the first hanta virus, HTNV (or Hantaan Virus) in 1976, several other Hantaviruses have been identified, with at least 22 being pathogenic to humans (Bi et al. 2008) . One of the first major outbreaks of HantaVirus was reported from 1951 to 1954 when close of 3200 American soldiers serving in Korea became infected with the virus. In recent times, several cases have been reported in Asia (Zhang et al. 2004) , US, and Europe. HantaVirus genus belongs to Bunyaviridae family and is identified as an etiologic agent of two different types of diseases-Hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome or HFRS and hantavirus pulmonary syndrome (HPS). HFRS is also known by earlier names like Korean hemorrhagic fever (KHF), epidemic hemorrhagic fever (EHF), nephropathia epidemica (NE) (Bi et al. 2008) . HPRS affects close to 1,50,000-2,00,000 people throughout the world each year while HPS infects just about 200. However, the fatalities caused by the latter are above 40 % when compared to 1-12 % in the case of HPRS depending on the severity of the virus (Lednicky 2003; Schmaljohn and Hjelle 1997) . HFRS is more prevalent in the Eurasian region and HPS in the Americas. China remains the most endemic nation accounting for close to 70-90 % HFRS cases in the world (Zhang et al. 2004) . NE, the mild form of HFRS, is most dominant in Western and Central Europe.
A quick glance at the Web of Science databases reveals a progressive increase in research papers on HantaVirus. The research in the field is paving the way to finding more pathogens, associated diseases, and vaccines. However, bibliometric studies to gauge HantaVirus research are surprisingly rare. Hence, we set out to mainly identify the prominent researchers in the research collaboration network and the bonded communities they were embedded in.
Research collaboration networks (RCN)
Research collaboration, a key mechanism that brings multiple talents together to accomplish a research task, could be effectively gauged through bibliometric records in research papers (Heinze and Kuhlmann 2008) . Co-authorship in research papers has long remained the basis of investigating research collaborations (Beaver and Rosen 1978) . The co-authors of a research paper could reveal the exchange of knowledge among researchers in their effort to bring out a published paper. Similarly, the affiliation details in the bibliometric records could be extrapolated to reveal collaboration happening at institutional and international levels.
Whether research collaboration could be gauged by just looking at the bibliometric records is a matter of academic debate (Katz and Martin 1997) . For example, a collaboration could take place (i.e. through research advise) even if the two researchers do not finally end up penning the research paper together. Then there are some issues of honorary and ghost authorships (Wislar et al. Wislar et al. 2011) . While these concerns are serious, using bibliometric records is still the most concrete piece of evidence to establish a collaboration. Given the fact that co-authorship associations could also help us in understanding the association at institutional, organizational, and international levels, their significance cannot be overlooked.
The number of co-authored papers across disciplines has been growing over the years (Sonnenwald 2008) . Better communications facilities, faster commuting, and industrialization brought in significant changes in the way research was conducted. Now there are researchers in large teams working on research projects and naturally these lead to published papers having significantly larger numbers of co-authors. Price (1963) calls these large lab-based research projects, 'big science'. However, big science research projects aren't generally in the social domain, that is, researchers do not have much choice to decide on their co-authors. Like the sciences, research conducted in the social sciences has also seen significant increase in the number of co-authors (Moody 2004) . It remains imperative to note that collaboration is sharing of knowledge and may not always suggest improved quality of work. For example, in the humanities there are still a significant proportion of papers that are solo-written.
Research Collaborations could also be seen from the perspective of networks (Kumar and Jan 2014) . In a network, two entities form a connection if there is some kind of association between them (Newman 2001) . Using bibliometric data, these associations could be constructed to understand knowledge flows at multiple levels. Co-authorship in published papers is considered a reliable proxy to gauge research collaborations (Sonnenwald 2008; Melin and Persson 1996; Katz and Martin 1997) . Social Network Analysis, an established research method to analyse social networks, is a set of mathematical algorithms that quantitatively analyse these relationships between nodes (Wasserman and Faust 1994) . In a co-authorship network, for example, it could be applied to identify various patterns-i.e. the best connected nodes or key actors (Taba et al. 2015) or the communities that the researchers form through their associations. Specifically, these analyses reveal the pattern of network at both global and local levels. At the global level, the network pattern is seen from a whole network perspective, revealing, for example, the density, transitivity, scale-free pattern, small-world pattern, or the communities or clusters that the nodes form. At the local level, things are seen from the node perspective. Centrality is an important concept when looking from the perspective of a node and its context in the entire network. Centrality determines the relative importance (through centrality measures such as betweenness, closeness, and PageRank) and connectedness (through 'degree' metric) of nodes. Hence, those with higher centrality scores are those who are the most prominent players in the network. Another interesting aspect of social networks is that of the ties that the node is directly connected to. The strength of connection (depicted by a thicker line on a network graph) demonstrates a more frequent and stronger relationship than those that have an association of just a single or very few times. The idea of strength of relationship (Coleman 1988 ) is challenged by the notion of structural holes (Burt 1997) . Structural holes theory postulates that the absence of ties in an ego network (network of ego-central node-and alters or immediate connections and those immediate connections connecting to one another) brings in more opportunities to the ego (the central node) as the ego then acts a bridge for the flow of resources between the 'alters'. Yet another idea of ties is postulated by the concept of 'weak ties'. The theory argues that in contrast to strong ties, which bring in trust, weak ties bring in new knowledge in the network. Growth and preferential attachment are the prime features of self-organising networks (Barabasi and Bonabeau 2003) . Preferential attachment (Kumar and Jan 2015) is defined by the preference of nodes (due to affinity or similarity) to attach to another node. In the context of co-authorship network, it may be due to the fact that one author connects to another author because he or she is a well-known researcher or has the same nationality as others. Preferential attachment causes some nodes to have much higher number of connections than most other nodes in the network. These hubs are kind of 'power houses' that tie together the network. This is the very reason why a self-organising network are small worlds (has a short path between any two random nodes) (Watts and Strogatz 1998) . A targeted attack or absence due to some other reason could break the network down into pieces, which could severely affect the flow of resources in the network. Nonetheless, these self-organising networks are quite tolerant to random attacks (Albert et al. 2000) .
Why do researchers collaborate? There are several benefits to collaboration (Beaver 2001) . Sharing of expertise and division of work are among the most prominent. Collaboration also allows sharing of resources. For example, it is possible that certain equipment may not be available to certain researcher and collaborating with someone who has access to this equipment enables the conduct of research. Collaboration, due to division of labour, technically reduces the duration for the completion of research project, enabling researchers to publish more papers. Due to requirement for promotion and tenureships, which require papers to be published in high impact journals, collaboration does really help.
The research objectives
Our goals here are two pronged. First, we are interested in knowing the prominent and most connected authors in the field. A number of studies in recent times have found that the relative position significantly correlates with the research performance of researchers (Abbasi et al. 2011; Kumar and Jan 2013a) . We want to check if this stands true for our (Hantavirus) dataset. However, another significant goal of this study is to detect the bonded communities of hantavirus research. With bonded communities we simply mean the cluster of researchers who interact more often with each other. A network of thousands of nodes otherwise only results in a hairball-like network that hardly provides much understanding or meaning.
Thus, in addition to common bibliometric analyses (i.e. annual paper production, average citations, top papers, number of papers per country, author research productivity, etc.), the present study has the following main objectives: a. Investigate the prominent authors and the bonded-research communities clusters in Hantavirus research. b. Investigate if there is relationship between players or actors structural position in the network and research productivity.
The study has significance as this would be perhaps one of the first studies to investigate research performance and bonded communities in hantavirus research from the perspective of research collaborations and networks. The idea of reaching out to bonded communities may be helpful to scientometricians wanting to get to the core of researchers who thickly interact with one another. They are the 'nucleus' or the real seat of knowledge of the network. Gauging and mapping of research performance of a crucial area such as hantavirus is of immense relevance and importance to health and research policy makers. In addition, it attempts to understand if indeed the structural position in the network (i.e. the connectedness of actors in the network) has any significant correlation with research productivity. Such results would add to the existing body of knowledge about whether or not structural connectedness in a network does affect academic performance.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in the Material and Method section, we next discuss the data harvesting method and the keywords used to select the records. Subsequently, we discuss the findings and finally we draw our conclusions.
Materials and methods

Data harvesting
Records were harvested from the Web of Sciences databases from 1980 to 2014. Important hantavirus related keywords such as ''hantavirus'', ''hantaan virus'', ''hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome'', ''hantavirus pulmonary syndrome'', ''Korean hemorrhagic fever'', ''epidemic hemorrhagic fever'' and ''nephropathia epidemica'' were used to refine the records selection.
Following search command was used:
TOPIC: (''hantavirus'' OR ''hantaan virus'' OR ''hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome'' OR ''hantavirus pulmonary syndrome'' OR ''Korean hemorrhagic fever'' OR ''epidemic hemorrhagic fever'' OR ''nephropathia epidemica''). Refined by: DOCUMENT TYPES: (ARTICLE). Timespan: 1980-2014. Indexes: SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH.
The above keywords search and data cleaning resulted in the final availability of 2631 records for analysis. Data cleaning is an arduous task in bibliometric studies. Author name variations are among the most complicated as two or more authors may have same name and some even have the same institutional affiliation and hence their publications could be combined and shown as coming from a single author. On the other hand, an author may have different name variations and his or her publication may get split across these different name variations. At the institution and country levels, there is a need to make the names uniform. For example, in the present set of records, at the institution level, USA actually is an abbreviation of ''US Army''. In older data some of the country names are not mentioned, hence, by manual checking, they were appended. By manual checking much of these issues were resolved and errors minimised.
Methods
Social network analysis (Wasserman and Faust 1994 ) is a main research method applied in this study. As mentioned earlier, a network could be constructed when two entities are related in some way. On the graph, nodes are represented by a 'dot' and the connection between nodes, as a line passing between them. Hence, if two or more authors associate to co-write a research paper, the authors would be represented as nodes and the co-authored paper (the basis of relationship) is represented with a line passing between them. Nodes are also referred to as 'vertices' and relationship between them as 'edges'. It is obvious that just one representation of co-authored with dots and lines on a graph does not reveal much but when hundreds and (at times thousands) of papers are represented in a graph, an interplay of association is revealed and how seemingly invisible associations become visible. Data elements from the records are extracted and the co-authorship network constructed (see Fig. 1 ). Scientometrics (2016) 109:533-550 537 Three centrality measures are calculated-The degree, betweenness centrality, and PageRank centrality. We also calculate the local clustering coefficient and the average geodesic distance of the network. We have not calculated closeness centrality as this centrality gives accurate results for one component (typically a giant component) at a time. It tends to give misleading results if the calculation is made for all the components in the network (for example, those in the dyadic network will have high closeness centrality that those nodes with high degree in the main component). Since we are interested in all the authors in the network (and not just those in the giant component), we have chosen to leave out closeness centrality in our graph metrics calculations.
Degree, a popularity measure, is simply the number of direct connections a node has. Betweenness centrality is path-based and checks how much 'in-between' a node is in the network. Those with high betweenness centrality have positional advantage and work as bridges between communities. Removal of these nodes could severely affect the flow of resources in the network. A PageRank measure is a prestige metric that not only checks the number of connection a node has but also the number of connection of alters.
The mathematical formulae used to calculate are standard and are thus provided in ''Appendix''.
The centrality values are then correlated using MS-Excel's correlation statistical function, with number of papers produced and citations accumulated, to check if there is any significant association between the two.
NodeXL (Smith et al. 2009 ) was used to calculate graph metrics and visualize the network diagrams.
Results and analysis
Research productivity
The yearly paper production shows an upward trend. The worldwide alarm raised by the deadly virus has had researchers looking for the pathogens, its geographical reach, and its potential cure. From just four related papers published in 1980, the number grew to 180 in Author n Author2 Paper Code … Author 1 Author 2 Fig. 1 The extraction of data elements from bibliographic records and construction of co-authorship network 2014. A linear trendline (R 2 = 0.93) shows a good-fit, meaning that the growth in paper production on hantavirus has been steady over the years (Fig. 2) .
However, a large proportion of paper production has been concentrated in certain regions of the world. Majority of the research is going on in Europe and the USA (see Fig. 3 ) When contrasted with the actual occurrence of Hantavirus infection cases (see Fig. 4 ), we find that China (although a distant second in terms of number of paper produced) is probably doing comparatively much less research when compared to the number of hantavirus cases reported from the region. As mentioned earlier, China accounts for close to 70-90 % of all hanta virus cases in the world. The top ten countries in terms of research productivity are, USA (1003 papers), Peoples Republic of China (271) Average Co-authorship WoS nomenclature for all institutional names. In terms of the number of papers produced, University of Helsinki ranks the highest with 219 papers, followed by University of New Mexico (194 papers), Center for Disease Control and Prevention (173 papers), US Army (142 papers) and Karolinska Institute (128 papers). However, in terms of citations it is the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (8443 citations) that has the highest citations count, closely followed by US Army (7648 citations) and University of New Mexico (7301 citations).
The entire publication base of hantavirus's 2631 papers received a total of 58,078 citations or an average of 21.09 citations per paper. These are good averages and indicate sound 'health' of research in the field. The papers written have a downward trajectory in terms of average citations received-those papers that have been written earlier are cited significantly more than those that are published in later years (see Fig. 2 ). This is of course practical as papers that are written earlier have stayed in the knowledge base for a much longer time than the recent ones and thus have more opportunity to get more cited. Some also get a chance (depending on its influence to the field) to enter the very 'seminal knowledge'. Once these papers are in this select group, they are cited considerably more than the rest of the papers. 1333 papers published during 2005-2014 time frame were cited 11.39 times, compared to 1298 papers published older time period during 1980-2004 that were cited 33.10 times on average. 92 % papers in the older time period had received at least one citations when compared to 85.67 % in the newer timeframe (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) .
Author productivity
Of the 7426 authors, a large proportion or 5152 authors (69.37 %) have produced just one paper. 1034 authors (13.92 %) have produced two papers each, 1230 authors (16.56 %) have produced 3 papers each, 213 authors (2.86 %) 4 papers each, and 617 authors (8.30 %) 5 papers and above. 19 authors are highly productive and have produced 50 papers and more. Vaheri A (160 papers), Lundkvist A (134), Plyusnin A (105), Arikawa J (103) and Hjelle, B (94) are the most productive authors in the dataset.
In our dataset, 701 authors have received no citations, 2608 authors had between 1 and 10 citations each, 3298 authors had between 11 and 100 citations each and the rest (819 authors) have 100 citations and more. 44 authors had 1000 and more citations each with Peters Cj (6671 citations), Ksiazak, Tg (6048), Vaheri A (5969), Lundkist A (4612), Rollin Pe (4590) garnering the top five slots as the most cited authors.
In both number of papers/author and citations/author, we notice few authors have been significantly more productive than the rest of the block, a common feature of research productivity in most disciplines. Of 428,546 cumulative citations (if a paper has four coauthors and has received ten citations for the paper, cumulative citations for the authors would be ten for each author) by authors, 350,588 citations (or 81.80 %) are garnered by top 20 % of authors, thus, almost fitting 80/20 rule or power law.
Collaboration per paper (number of authors per paper)
As noted earlier, there is a whole host of research that has shown that the co-authorship in paper across disciplines has gone up especially in the last two decades. An analysis of coauthorship (or average number of co-authors on each paper) of our dataset shows that the same is true for publications in the field. However, there hasn't been a striking increase in the number of co-authors in the two time periods-1980-2004 timeframe had an average of 5.29 authors per paper when compared to 6.82 in the time period between 2005 and 2014. About 95 % papers were co-authored (or had at least two authors on a paper). The most common arrangement was 4-6 authors per paper. There were 333 4-author papers, 326 5-author papers and 332 6-author papers. More authors per paper are symbolic of experimental research. Two papers had 67 and 86 co-authors respectively. Table 1 shows the list of top ten most cited papers in hantavirus research. The most cited paper is the year 1993 paper by Nichol et al. (1993) that was published after the outbreak of HantaVirus in the four corners region of the United States. Their study showed that the Scientometrics (2016) 109:533-550 541 comparison of the human and rodent sequences had a direct genetic link between the virus in infected rodents and infected human 'hantaviral ARDS' cases. On the heels of this study was another highly cited paper by Duchin et al. (1994) who carried out clinical, lab and other analyses on 17 persons infected by newly recognised strain of hantavirus. Their study concluded that the new strain of virus causes HPS. A high fatality rate (76 %) was also reported. One of the earliest studies on disease caused Hantavirus (Nephropathia Epidemia or NE) and highly cited paper is that of Brummerkorvenkontio et al. (1980) . Their study concluded that the detection of NE antigen in rodents (bank voles) facilitates 'specific serologic diagnosis of NE'. The heat map drawn using Vosviewer (Van Eck and Waltman 2010) in Fig. 5 shows the scientific landscape based on co-citations. Co-citation analysis looks at the relatedness of items based on the number of times they are cited together. We use author (first author only) co-citations for the analysis. Visualization is automatically done by the software after a threshold is provided by the user. Papers Nichol st, 1993 (Science) and Schmalijohn C, 1997 (Emerging infectious diseases) and Lee hw, 1978 (Journal of infectious diseases) are among the most influential papers.
Top papers
The correlation between structural position of authors in co-authorship networks and research performance
In this section, we investigate if the connectedness and relative position of authors have effect on the research performance and then analyze bonded communities embedded in coauthorship networks. The process of the construction of network is explained in the Materials and Methods section.
The author-based networks have 49 components (connected clump of nodes) with 7373 vertices and 49,747 edges between them (see Fig. 6 ). The giant component (the largest component) is healthy occupying 84.19 % or 6208 vertices and 47,117 edges between them. A healthy giant component may be an indication of frequent collaborative activity. The giant component is considered the seat of main activity in the research community (Fatt et al. 2010) . Knowledge flows in such networks are faster as they are not subject to disruptions which otherwise would have been the case had the giant component been small and the whole network having several small fragments of components. A recent study by Liu and Xia (2015) found that the development of an inter-disciplinary field is characterised by the growth of a giant component of collaboration network, evolving from small clusters to, what they call, 'chained communities', to a more developed giant component that has typical small-world properties. The giant components continue to grow as more components connect to it. After all, it takes just an edge from a disconnected component to connect to the giant component, thus, making the latter bigger in size. The average geodesic distance (shortest distance between any two random nodes in the network) between the nodes is just 4.15 meaning that, on average, two random authors in the hantavirus dataset are just about four hops away from one another. This is another indication that the authors are closely knit and resource flow and delivery would be faster in this network when compared to networks that are sparse and fragmented. This also confirms the small-world nature of this network (Newman 2001) . Small world networks typically have shorter geodesic distances.
The centrality values (Degree, Betweenness and PageRank) of authors makes Hjelle B. (Brian Hjelle) the most connected author in the Hantavirus research community (see Table 2 ). Dr. Brian, a pathologist, is currently the MD/Ph.D program director at the University of New Mexico (USA) and has several awards and recognitions to his credit. He has been conducting research on hantavirus since the 1990s and was also a member of the Hantavirus Pulmonary Syndrome Clinical Trial Committee for the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health (Collaborative Antiviral Study Group) from 1993-1996 (http://pathology.unm.edu/faculty/faculty/CVs/brian-hjelle. pdf). The local clustering coefficient provides an interesting picture-those with high degree have low clustering coefficient (correlation -0.404). Why is this the case? Clustering coefficient or transitivity is a measure of prediction that if nodes B and C have common partner A, it is a likelihood that B would eventually connect with C. We surmise that this is due to the fact that a node or ego with many alters, will likely have alters that have less connections among them. This is true in many occasions as the ego with large connections would have these connections from several diverse set of nodes.
Several studies in the recent years have found that centrality measures indeed have significant effect on research performance (Abbasi et al. 2011; Uddin et al. 2012 ). Hence we set out to investigate if centrality measures have effects on research performance in the dataset of hantavirus research, too. Our correlation test (see Table 3 ) confirms that indeed in hantavirus datasets there is a significant correlation (p \ 0.01) between centrality However, what stands out is the correlation of Pagerank with research performance. Its correlation coefficient strength with research performance demonstrates its efficacy that is even higher than the well-known measures such as degree and betweenness centrality. The very fact the PageRank is based not just on the connections an author has but the quality of these connections, provides it with a better predictability for research performance.
Detecting bonded-communities
Here we also introduce an idea to detect 'bonded communities'. By increasing the threshold of edge-weight between nodes, a research community could be drilled down to a level where those nodes that frequently interact with one another are revealed. The importance of strength or 'bondedness' needs attention as this may provide new insights into the communities lying within. Drilling down to the desired core (we call it as 'edgecore') is done by progressively increasing edge-weight, till the most bonded communities become visible-it could happen with just three or four in sparse communities and could be ten or more in dense communities.
When our network is reduced and visualized with edge weight ten (edge-core-ten) network (the network only visualizes nodes that have an edge weight of ten and more between them), three distinct 'bonded' communities emerge. Authors (or nodes) in these communities are involved in repeat associations with one another (see Fig. 7 ). Quite interestingly, at a threshold of edge-weight ten and above, the community of Hjelle B, the most connected author, becomes isolated. This probably goes to show that even best connected author/s may not be embedded in bonded-communities.
Community A, is led by Vaheri A (Vaheri Antti) who has co-authored with Vapalahti O (Vapalahti Olli) (76 times), Plyusnin A (Plyusnin, Alexander) (65 times) and Lundkvist A (Lundkvist Ake) (48 times). Antti Vaheri works at Dept of Virology at University of Helsinki, Finland and has been active since the 1980s. As a matter of fact, his papers, (Brummerkorvenkontio et al. 1980; Schmaljohn et al. 1985) are among the most cited HantaVirus related papers. Olli Vapalahti and Alexander Plyusnin, too, are associated with University of Helsinki while Ake Lundkvist is associated with Karolinska Institute, Sweden. While Community A has Japanese authors, this community has European authors and is dominated by scholars from University of Helsinki. Within the edge-core-ten community, Ake Lundkvist is the author with the highest betweenness. He is a bridge node connecting to the sub-community of Germany-based authors-Ulrich R, Meisel H, Kruger Dh and Klempa B.
Community B that has prominent authors Arikawa J (Arikawa Jiro), Yoshimatsu K (Yoshimatsu Kumiko), Takashima I (Takashima Ikuo) and Kariwa H (Kariwa Hiroaki) are all from Japan's Hokkaido University. Being from the same institution also provides the necessary geographical proximity to carry out joint research.
Community C has prominent authors Ksiazek TG (Ksiazek, Thomas G); Rollin PE (Rollin, Pierre E), Nichol ST (Nichol, Stuart T), Peters CJ (Peters, Clarance James), Zaki Sr and Khan As, all associated with Center for Disease Control & Prevention, Atlanta, USA. Another prominent author Mills, JN (Mills, James N) is associated with Emory University, Atlanta, USA. Clarence James Peters is an accomplished physician who has a well-cited book (Peters and Olshaker 1997) , while Zaki Sr has, to his credit, papers (Duchin et al. 1994; Zaki et al. 1995) that are among the top ten most cited papers on hantavirus. However, Peters CJ, Zaki Sr and Khan As have not published (in the dataset) after 2007, 2002 and 2004 , respectively. As we see, the community is dominated by authors from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and all the prominent authors are stationed in Atlanta, which again shows that geographical proximity is an important factor for deep-bonded association.
A note on institutional and international association
University of Helsinki, Karolinska Institute, and Swedish Inst of Infectious Disease Control dominate the institutional collaborations in Europe. At the same time, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and University of New Mexico have a sustained and bonded relationship within USA. Based on collaboration among institutions contributing at least ten or more research papers, University of New Mexico has the maximum degree (collaborating with 51 institutions), followed by University of Helsinki (41), Centers for Disease control and Prevention (36), and Karolinska Institute (32). All the prominent authors as discussed also belong to these Institutions. In the same stride, we thus see Sweden and Finland involved with extensive collaboration (51 repeat associations) in Europe while USA almost controls international collaboration with majority of countries including Argentina (40 repeat associations), South Korea (40), and Peoples Republic of China (32). Germany has a fair share of collaboration with Sweden and Slovakia.
Concluding remarks
Here we scientometrically analysed the research landscape of HantaVirus research. By network reduction or by drilling down into the network based on the strength of ties (or edge weights), we revealed the communities that thickly interact with one other. We demonstrate that these bonded communities actually capture the most prominent authors, too. In our opinion, these bonded communities are the core or ''central brain'' of the network where central activity takes place. We also theorize that strength of relationship is an equally important criterion (apart from centrality measures) for sustainable research performance. PageRank stands out in its correlation with the research performance which further substantiate the idea that it is not only the number of other authors an author is connected to but the quality of these authors (how well those co-authors are connected) that ensures research visibility. where m jk is the number of geodesic paths from vertex j to vertex k(j, k = i) and m jik is the number of geodesic paths from vertex j to vertex k, passing through vertex I (Otte and Rousseau 2002; Linton 1977) .
PageRank is an importance measure that is calculated based on the premise that 'having links to page p from prominent pages, is a good indication that page p is important one too' (Page et al. 1999) .
